Improving molecular radiotherapy dosimetry using anthropomorphic calibration
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1. Introduction

Molecular Radiotherapy (MRT) is growing in popularity as a combined therapy and imaging procedure. In current practice a standard activity is often administered. This results in a wide range of absorbed doses to organs of interest in different patients, as much as 14–32 Gy to the kidneys in \textsuperscript{177}Lu-Dotatate therapies \cite{1}. The optimisation of MRT therapies requires individualised calculation of absorbed dose to both targeted lesions and organs at risk. Such patient-specific dosimetry is now regarded as an essential component of MRT therapies \cite{2}. In a recent review of the use of dosimetry in the clinical practice of MRT it was concluded that ‘evidence strongly implies a correlation between the absorbed doses delivered and the response and toxicity’ and that ‘dosimetry-based personalised treatments will improve outcomes and increase survival’ \cite{3}.

A variety of tools for performing dosimetry clinically are available. These include OLINDA/EXM versions 1 and 2 which implement the MIRD schema for pre-defined mathematical models of organs, the Cristy and Eckerman (C&E) models and the ICRP 89 phantom respectively \cite{4,5}. Patient-specific dosimetry requires the measurement of the activity distribution in the patient. For the majority of MRT radio-pharmaceuticals the activity distribution is measured using quantified SPECT imaging \cite{6}, or in the case of positron-emitting nuclides quantified PET imaging \cite{7}. In order to quantify the activity in patients the imaging system must be calibrated to relate the detected count rate to concentration and position must be used. Such quantification is vital if accurate, patient-specific dosimetry is to be achieved.

The optimised delivery of Molecular Radiotherapy requires individualised calculation of absorbed dose to both targeted lesions and neighbouring healthy tissue. To achieve this, accurate quantification of the activity distribution in the patient by external detection is vital.

Methods: This work extends specific anatomy-related calibration to true organ shapes. A set of patient-specific 3D printed organ inserts based on a diagnostic CT scan was produced, comprising the liver, spleen and both kidneys. The inserts were used to calculate patient-specific calibration factors for \textsuperscript{177}Lu. These calibration factors were compared with previously reported calibration factors for corresponding organ models based on the Cristy and Eckerman phantom series and for a comparably sized sphere. Monte Carlo calculations of the patient-specific radiation dose were performed for comparison with current clinical dosimetry methods for these data. Results: Patient-specific calibration factors are shown to be dependent on the volume, shape and position of the organ containing activity with a corresponding impact on the calculation of the dose to the patient. The impact of organ morphology on calculated dose is reduced when the dominant contributor to dose is beta particles. This is due to the small range of beta particles in tissue. Overestimations of recovered activity and hence dose of up to 135\% are observed.

Conclusion: For accurate quantification to be performed calibration factors accounting for organ size, shape and position must be used. Such quantification is vital if accurate, patient-specific dosimetry is to be achieved.
concentrations to validate quantitative imaging (QI) [6].

Recently there has been increased interest in the application of additive manufacturing (3D printing) to the production of realistic phantoms, which can be filled with a radiopharmaceutical solution for SPECT and PET imaging. SPECT imaging with $^{99m}$Tc and PET imaging with $^{18}$F of a 3D printed phantom based on a patient CT image was first reported in [9]. The development of a selective internal radiation therapy (SIRT) specific liver phantom was recently reported [10]. Nuclide-dependent SPECT/CT calibration factors have been determined for a set of 3D printed kidney dosimetry phantoms and their spherical counterparts to assess the accuracy of quantitative imaging for internal renal dosimetry [11]. In related work we have recently made available a series of 3D printed phantom inserts based on the C&E mathematical models [12]. These C&E inserts were used to demonstrate that non-spherical SPECT calibration factors from 3D printed phantom inserts can significantly improve the accuracy of whole organ activity quantification for MRT [12].

In the present work a patient-specific phantom has been produced using 3D printed photopolymers. A diagnostic CT image, taken as part of a therapy regimen for a patient receiving MRT for neuroendocrine tumours (NETs), was used to design the geometry of the manufactured phantom. Patient-specific calibration factors for SPECT activity quantification of $^{177}$Lu are reported and compared to previously reported experimental calibration factors (based on a 113 ml sphere and the C&E models [12]). The impact of patient-specific organ geometry on SPECT calibration factors is discussed. Absorbed dose calculations using the OLINDA/EXM 1 package [4] for patient representative activity distributions, calculated using the sphere, organ-specific and patient-specific calibration factors, are compared. A patient-specific Monte Carlo simulation of dose distribution is used to provide a ‘ground-truth’ absorbed dose calculation. This information allows the accuracy of MRT dose calculations to be assessed, providing a benchmark for clinical accuracy. A potential link to individual clinical outcomes is also discussed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient-specific phantom inserts

Phantom inserts representing the kidneys, liver and spleen were produced using diagnostic CT images from a patient receiving MRT for neuroendocrine disease (Peptide Receptor Radionuclide Therapy, PRRT). The organs of interest were manually outlined to produce a complete reconstructed SPECT image or a specific VOI on the image which relates the count rate (counts per second, cps) in that region to total activity (MBq) to provide activity quantification of SPECT imaging.

$$\text{cf} = \frac{\text{counts}}{\text{total activity-scan duration}}.$$  (1)

The calibration factor is specific to the camera, collimator, reconstruction parameters and applied image corrections. Spill out of counts from a VOI due to the finite spatial resolution of the SPECT camera causes the measured calibration factor to deviate from the true camera sensitivity. The variation in calibration factor is volume dependent, accounting for partial volume effects [6], and a clear relationship between measured whole organ calibration factors and VOI shape has been demonstrated [12]. If a large enough volume is used, in order to minimise partial volume effects, the true camera sensitivity, $c_{\text{truem}}$, can be measured. The value of $c_{\text{truem}}$ (11.74 ± 0.02 cps/MBq) for the scanner used in this work was previously determined in reference [12] by imaging a 7.31 cylindrical phantom containing a uniform distribution of $^{177}$Lu solution. Following system performance QC to ensure consistency of system operation this value was used in this work to allow direct comparison with results from reference [12].

As has been shown in reference [12], it is possible to calculate the ratio of the calibration factor for a VOI to $c_{\text{truem}}$ using the shape of the VOI. The ratio is given by

$$\frac{c_{\text{true}}}{c_{\text{truem}}} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{\text{voxels}} a_i}{n_{\text{voxels}}}$$

where for an individual voxel centred at $x_i, y_i, z_i$ with $x_{\text{L}}, x_{\text{R}}, y_{\text{L}}, y_{\text{R}}, z_{\text{L}}, z_{\text{R}}$ being the perpendicular distances to the closest VOI boundary,

$$a_i = 1 - \int_{z_{\text{L}}-z_i}^{z_{\text{R}}-z_i} \int_{y_{\text{L}}-y_i}^{y_{\text{R}}-y_i} \int_{x_{\text{L}}-x_i}^{x_{\text{R}}-x_i} g(x_i, y_i, z_i, \sigma) \text{d}x\text{d}y\text{d}z.$$  (3)

$g(x_i, y_i, z_i, \sigma)$ is defined as

$$g(x_i, y_i, z_i, \sigma) = \frac{1}{\sigma^3(2\pi)^{3/2}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2 + y^2 + z^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)$$

and

$$\sigma = \text{FWHM} = \frac{\text{FWHM}}{2\sqrt{2}\ln 2}.$$  (5)

where FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the SPECT camera. The theoretical values of $a_{\text{true}}/a_{\text{truem}}$ are compared with experiment for images reconstructed using attenuation correction only to isolate the impact of organ shape. Theoretical calibration factors were also calculated for spheres of the same volume (subject to voxelisation effects) as each insert.

2.3. SPECT phantom data

For all the scans undertaken in this work the phantom inserts were filled with $^{177}$Lu-DOTATATE in NaCl solution, using patient-representative activities as shown in Table 2. Each insert was scanned individually using an Infinia-Hawkeye-4 SPECT/CT camera (GE Healthcare) to calculate an organ specific calibration factor (termed ‘Calibration’). For these initial calibration scans each insert was positioned centrally in a water-filled elliptical Jaszczak phantom, where possible. However the liver insert is too large to fit centrally in the Jaszczak phantom so was scanned in the anatomical position in the CATIE phantom, which was also filled with water. The spleen insert was subsequently imaged alone in the anatomical position to examine the effect of radial position on calibration factor. The inserts were also fully assembled in the CATIE phantom (as shown in Fig. 1) and scanned with background activity in the phantom body to provide a clinically representative activity distribution. The SPECT/CT data were acquired using the parameters corresponding to a clinical $^{177}$Lu-DOTATATE post-therapy scan (Table 3).
The phantom was scanned, for each insert, in the same central position on the scanner bed with a fixed head rotation radius of 25 cm to ensure a constant SPECT resolution. Each scan was performed once. A fixed rotation radius was used to allow direct comparison between the scans and simulation. Clinical quality control (QC) is carried out daily on the SPECT scanner to ensure consistent performance. The activity in each insert was calculated using measurements taken using a Capintec radionuclide calibrator which is traceable to a primary standard. The accuracy of the radionuclide calibrator is certified to be within 2% of the primary standard for $^{177}$Lu.

Projection images of the phantom were acquired using the $^{177}$Lu 208 keV photopeak, along with adjacent scatter windows to allow a triple energy window scatter correction to be applied [8]. The 208 keV photopeak was chosen, rather than the 113 keV photopeak, to reduce the effect of scattered photons on the calibration [13]. All projections were acquired using medium energy general purpose (MEGP) collimators. Dose-saving hybrid CT scans were acquired to allow attenuation correction and accurate delineation of the phantom insert boundaries in accordance with clinical protocol.

The phantom data were reconstructed using a standard clinical Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximisation (OSEM) algorithm used for dosimetry (GE OSEM) with 4 iterations, 10 subsets and no resolution recovery or post-filter applied. The images were reconstructed with CT-derived attenuation correction and triple energy window scatter correction. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of reconstructed SPECT images of (a) patient data and (b) the corresponding phantom data.

### 2.4. Activity quantification

Calibration factors for each 3D printed insert were calculated by outlining the insert on the CT scans, transferring the resultant VOI to the co-registered SPECT image and recording the total number of counts in the VOI. The uncertainties on the VOI counts were calculated using the ‘random’ method of boundary perturbation described in [14], where the boundary of each VOI was shifted and the variation in counts observed for twenty different perturbations. The organ-specific calibration factors, including those for the spleen in both positions, were then used to quantify the activity (Eq. (6)) in each insert in the SPECT scans of the full phantom. Calibration factors for the corresponding C&E organs and a 113 ml sphere, calculated in [12], were also used to quantify the activity in the patient-specific inserts in order to assess the impact of calibration factor on the recovered activity and calculated dose. The 113 ml sphere was used as it is large enough that the impact

### Table 1

Volumes of organs as defined on the patient CT and corresponding 3D printed phantom inserts. There is an uncertainty on the size of the VOI defined from the patient, but for the purposes of the phantom design the VOI was considered to be the ‘true’ patient. The volumes of the 3D printed C&E inserts, taken from [12], are also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>CT VOI</th>
<th>3D Printed</th>
<th>C&amp;E insert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>1920.16</td>
<td>1914.9 ± 0.20</td>
<td>1577.49 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>400.38</td>
<td>390.66 ± 0.02</td>
<td>195.26 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left kidney</td>
<td>169.45</td>
<td>167.72 ± 0.02</td>
<td>169.81 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right kidney</td>
<td>157.39</td>
<td>154.81 ± 0.02</td>
<td>169.81 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Patient-specific insert activity ($^{177}$Lu) for calibration scans (Calibration) and full phantom scans with (BG) and without (No BG) background activity in the CATIE phantom body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Calibration Activity (MBq)</th>
<th>Full Phantom Activity (MBq)</th>
<th>Activity concentration (MBq/ml) Calibration</th>
<th>Full Phantom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>389 ± 8</td>
<td>348 ± 7</td>
<td>0.203 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.182 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>842 ± 17</td>
<td>121 ± 3</td>
<td>0.750 ± 0.016</td>
<td>0.309 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left kidney</td>
<td>414 ± 9</td>
<td>128 ± 3</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.761 ± 0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right kidney</td>
<td>388 ± 8</td>
<td>120 ± 3</td>
<td>2.50 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.773 ± 0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>813 ± 16</td>
<td>0.0358 ± 0.0007</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3

SPECT tomographic acquisition parameters corresponding to clinical $^{177}$Lu-DOTATATE post-therapy scan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pixels</th>
<th>128 × 128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of views per head</td>
<td>30 (60 in total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time per view</td>
<td>40 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation radius</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photopake window</td>
<td>208 keV ± 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scatter windows</td>
<td>181 keV ± 3%, 236 keV ± 3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. (a) Segmented organ VOIs displayed on patient CT data. (b) Model of organ inserts in elliptical phantom with correct relative anatomical positions. (c) Assembled 3D printed organ inserts.
of partial volume effects will be reduced.

The activity calculated in an insert, $A_{\text{quantified}}$, is given by

$$A_{\text{quantified}} = \frac{\text{counts}}{\text{cf\-scan duration}}$$

(6)

For a phantom with known activities in the inserts a recovery factor, RF, can defined as,

$$RF = 1 - \frac{A_{\text{administered}} - A_{\text{quantified}}}{A_{\text{administered}}}$$

(7)

where $A_{\text{administered}}$ is the known administered activity in an insert. A recovery factor less than 1.0 corresponds to an underestimation of the quantified activity in the insert and values greater than 1.0 represent an overestimation of the administered activity.

2.5. Dosimetry calculations

2.5.1. MIRD absorbed dose calculations

The quantified activities in the anatomically assembled organs, determined using different calibration factors, were used to calculate the doses to each organ insert using the OLINDA/EXM package [4]. The dose to each organ was also calculated using the known activity in each insert to provide a calculation independent of the SPECT measurements. OLINDA/EXM implements the MIRD schema [15] to calculate the doses to organs using pre-calculated S-factors. S-factors are provided in OLINDA/EXM for a large number of radionuclides and specific phantom models. These are used to report the dose to organs for a given exposure of activity to one organ, assuming uniform uptake in individual organs [4]. The dose to each organ from the activity it contains (the self-dose), and the dose from each organ to the others (the cross-dose) is reported. The kidneys are considered to be a single organ in the C&E phantom. The masses of the organs were calculated from the volumes of the VOIs which define the insert and used to scale the masses in OLINDA/EXM. In this study there was no biological half-life to be considered and only the physical half-life was used to calculate the time-integrated activity coefficient as defined in [15].

2.5.2. Monte Carlo simulated dose calculations

Monte Carlo simulations of absorbed dose from $^{177}$Lu were undertaken using GATE v8.0 [16], an extension to GEANT4 [17] for medical tomography. The CT VOIs on which the 3D printed inserts were based were used to define the voxelised geometry of the simulation and sources of activity. The contents of the patient body and the organs were set to be homogeneous ‘soft tissue’ as defined in [18] and a homogeneous distribution of activity in each organ was assumed. A further VOI defining the patient torso was added to delineate the volume containing the organs. For all simulations the recommended physics model for this energy range in GATE, ‘EM option 3’, was used.

The absorbed dose was recorded in a voxelised 3D dose map with voxels the same size as those used to define the geometry and sources. Both the gamma and beta radiation components of the dose were recorded. Self-dose and cross-dose components for each organ VOI were extracted from the dose map. The dose to the combined ‘kidneys’ organ as used in OLINDA/EXM was also calculated directly at this stage. The output of the patient-specific simulation was converted to doses from the administered activities and compared to the OLINDA/EXM dose calculations.

A simulation was also performed for validation using voxelised models of the C&E kidneys, liver and spleen and the output compared to that of OLINDA/EXM. These models were also produced with voxels the same size as those in the clinical CT scan.

3. Results

3.1. Patient-specific calibration factors

Patient-specific calibration factors for the phantom inserts are given in Table 4. Significant differences can be seen between the calibration factors for the kidneys and those for the liver and spleen. This is due to the variation in size, shape and position of the inserts. The differences between the calibration factors for the spleen in the central position and anatomical position are only due to the location of the insert. A similar variation in calibration factor with position has been observed for spheres in [19]. The experimental and theoretical ratios (using a FWHM of 16 mm) between $c_{\text{calib}}$ and $c_{\text{true}}$ for each insert are shown in Fig. 3. Also shown are the ratios for spheres of the same volume as each insert. The differences between the theoretical ratios for the insert VOI and a sphere of corresponding volume are 5.0% for the left kidney, 1.9% for the right kidney, 6.4% for the spleen and 4.8% for the liver. For all the inserts the ratio for the sphere is larger than for the insert VOI.

3.2. Activity recovery factors

Activity recovery factors, which depend on the calibration factor, are shown in Fig. 4. For the liver and spleen the activity recovery is improved when calibration factors are applied which more closely match the patient organ size and shape. See for example the difference between recovery factors for the liver when the sphere and organ-specific calibrations are used. Similar activity recovery factors are seen

Table 4

Calibration factors for the patient organ models for images reconstructed with attenuation and scatter correction applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Calibration factor (cps/ MBq)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>7.54 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen (central position)</td>
<td>7.00 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen (anatomical position)</td>
<td>7.98 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left kidney</td>
<td>6.43 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right kidney</td>
<td>6.19 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for the kidneys with spherical or C&E kidney calibration factors, as reported in [11]. Activity recovery factors for calibration factors calculated using different spleen positions are compared in Table 5. A 14% change in recovered activity in the spleen is observed from the central to anatomical position.

### 3.3. Monte Carlo dose calculations

#### 3.3.1. Comparison of voxelised MC simulations of the C&E organ models to OLINDA/EXM calculations

The Monte Carlo simulation used to calculate the patient specific doses was validated by comparison of a simulation of voxelised versions of the C&E organ models and the output of OLINDA/EXM. This compares the output of the simulation to a well established dosimetry standard. The volumes of the voxelised C&E organ models are all within 1% of the volumes of the mathematically defined C&E organs as defined in [18]. The uncertainties on the doses from OLINDA/EXM are approximately 5% [20]. The statistical uncertainty on the output of the simulation is small for the gamma doses and the beta self-doses, ~0.02% and ~0.008% respectively. The uncertainty is larger for the beta cross-doses, ~1% to ~7%, as proportionally fewer beta particles will travel far enough to reach the other organs causing an increase in the statistical uncertainty.

The doses calculated using the voxelized MC simulation are consistent with OLINDA/EXM to within 5%. The agreement between this simulation and OLINDA/EXM is consistent with other comparisons between different Monte Carlo codes for dosimetry [21–23].

#### 3.3.2. Patient-specific dose calculations

Doses based on experimental data, quantified with a range of calibration factors, calculated using OLINDA/EXM and the patient-specific Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Table 6. The dominant contribution to the dose to each organ is the self-dose, the cross-dose being approximately 1000 times smaller. The dominant component of the total dose is from beta particles. Gamma rays contribute between 2 and 5% of the dose from beta particles. The beta component of cross-dose is negligible for $^{177}$Lu (three orders of magnitude lower than the gamma component) and is not reported by OLINDA/EXM in these cases. The self-dose is dominated by the dose from beta particles, which give 96 to 98% of the self-dose to these organs. The agreement between the patient-specific MC calculations of the gamma component of the self-dose and that reported by OLINDA/EXM is between 99.99% and 94.3%. The uncertainty on the MC dose calculations is dominated by the uncertainty on the activity in each insert (approximately 2%). The activity recovered using the calibration factor for the spleen in the anatomical position is used for the patient-specific calibration of the spleen insert. For organ self-dose, the dominant contribution, calculations with OLINDA/EXM using a patient-specific calibration factor agree with the MC calculated values to within 5%. OLINDA/EXM consistently underestimates the cross-dose for all source-target pairs apart from the spleen-to-kidney. This is due to the differences in volume between the patient organs and the models used to calculate the S-factors in OLINDA/EXM. The self-dose dominates the cross-dose so the differences in cross-dose do not have a significant impact on the total dose.

### 4. Discussion

#### 4.1. Patient-specific activity quantification

There is a clear variation in calibration factors across different patient-specific organ inserts, see Table 4. From the table, it can be seen that there is a significant difference between the calibration factors for the spleen and liver and those for the kidneys. There is also a significant
difference between the calibration factors for the spleen located in a central position and in the anatomical position. The theoretical ratios between $c_{\text{vol}}$ and $c_{\text{true}}$, shown in Fig. 5, are in agreement with the experimental ratios (within three standard deviations). This agreement, and the clear difference between theoretical ratios for the insert VOIs and spheres of the same volume, confirm the dependence on shape of the calibration factor for patient-specific geometries. Each insert VOI will sample a different region of the spatially varying SPECT point-spread-function (PSF). As such the FWHM used for the theoretical calculations represents an average value for the SPECT field-of-view. The agreement could be therefore be further improved by accounting for this spatial variation in the theoretical calculation. To account for the increased difference between the experimental and theoretical values for the offset spleen the performance of attenuation correction across the field of view must also be accommodated in the imaging corrections.

The shape and volume dependence of activity calibration is also reflected in the activity recovery factors presented in Fig. 4. The data presented in this figure give activity recovery factors for organ inserts in the fully assembled phantom, calculated using calibration factors for a 113 ml sphere, an organ-specific model and the patient-specific model. The activity recovery factors for the left and right kidney inserts (blue circle and orange diamond) agree within the measurement uncertainties for all calibration factors. This highlights the similarity in calibration of the two patient organs to the C&E organ and a sphere of similar size. For this patient phantom the kidneys are positioned close to the centre. For smaller patients the kidneys will be closer to the edge which must be accounted for during calibration. The recovery factors for the liver (light grey triangle) show a significant overestimation of activity in the insert when the sphere calibration factor is used. The close agreement for both the C&E and patient liver calibrations (within 10%) demonstrates the need for consideration of partial volume effects even for larger organs.

For the off-centre spleen insert (dark grey square), only the patient-specific calibration gives a recovery factor within 10% of the true activity. Table 5 allows the contributions of insert shape and position to the quantification to be isolated. The decrease in recovery factor when the patient spleen is moved from the centre to the anatomical position is 14%. Applying a similar adjustment for the C&E spleen suggests that the recovery factor for the C&E spleen at the edge will be approximately 1.06, closer to the anatomical factor. There will then be an additional improvement of approximately 5% by using the correct organ shape. This demonstrates the importance of considering spatial, anatomical, position when calculating calibration factors. Further research is required to fully examine both the impact of the position of organs in the body on activity quantification and variation across a wider range of patient anatomies.

### 4.2. Absorbed dose calculations

The average range of beta particles emitted from $^{177}\text{Lu}$ in soft tissue is approximately 2 mm and few beta particles escape the organ they are emitted in. The shape of the organs therefore does not markedly impact the amount of energy the beta particles deposit in each organ. The consistency between the calculations done using OLINDA/EXM with mass adjustment and the patient-specific MC simulation is due to the small impact of the organ shape. Table 6 shows that, for the total dose to each organ, the agreement between OLINDA/EXM and the patient-specific MC simulation is good if a patient-specific calibration is used. This is to be expected as the total dose to each organ is dominated by the beta component of the self-dose. The differences for the cross-doses indicate the differences between scaling the mass of the C&E phantoms and using the true volume. This will be significant for isotopes for which a significant fraction of the total dose is due to gamma rays.

### 4.3. Application to clinical data

This work has demonstrated the importance of patient and organ specific calibration of SPECT images for accurate patient dosimetry in MRT. Such calibration is essential for the accurate quantification of the whole activity distribution represented in these images. More generic calibration using, for example, a small sphere is not adequate when imaging large, non-spherical organs. Calibration assuming that the activity in both kidneys is divided equally may also be unsuitable.

The difference in calibration factor for the 3D printed C&E printed model and the patient liver is 1.5%, while the difference in volume is 19%. When considering the 80% range of liver masses for our patient’s age range (1200 g to 1820 g with a median mass of 1460 g), a larger difference of 41% [24] is observed. For the spleen the difference in calibration factor when using the C&E model and patient spleen is 19% and the difference in volume is 67%. The 80% range of spleen masses is 85 g to 258 g with a median of 162 g, a difference of 101%. The mass of the patient spleen is approximately 1.5 times the upper bound of the 80% range [24]. In both cases the differences in mass between the CATIE organs and the C&E models is less than the difference in masses between the extremes of the 80% range of organ masses. It is therefore expected that greater deviations in calibration factor would be observed for other patients. In the case of the spleen the variation in calibration factor is also affected by the position, which must also be accounted for.

### 5. Conclusion

Accurate activity quantification is vital for accurate, patient-specific dosimetry to be performed. C&E calibration factors are suitable for patients presenting with organs similar in size, shape and position to C&E defined organs. When used in patients with asymmetric kidney function, the OLINDA/EXM assumption of the kidneys as a single organ fails to account for this. Individual kidney doses, taking into account cross-doses from adjacent sources, are required for accurate dosimetry in this configuration. The C&E S-factors in OLINDA/EXM are suitable for cases where the patient radiation dose is dominated by the contribution of beta particles if the masses of the C&E organs are scaled to those of the patient, provided the correct activity is used. If the cross-dose is a significant source of dose then patient-specific S-factors are required.

The results presented in this work demonstrate that organ specific calibration is necessary for accurate activity quantification in clinical SPECT scans. This calibration must account for the size, shape and
position of the patient organ. Corrections applied during reconstruction of the image are not sufficient to account for these effects for this patient. The patient-specific calibration presented in this work confirms the benefit of using more representative non-spherical calibration factors. The ready availability of C&E based inserts [12] now allows clinical centres to access improved SPECT quantification, with the prospect of further improvements with the use of patient-specific calibrations. We have demonstrated the causes of reduced accuracy for dosimetry in molecular radiotherapy and shown that it is feasible to improve this using anthropomorphic calibration.
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